Abstract. An algebraic framework for the investigation of linear dynamic output feedback is introduced. Pivotal in the present theory is the problem of causal factorization, i.e. the problem of factoring two systems over each other through a causal factor. The basic issues are resolved with the aid of the new concept of latency kernels.
1. Introduction. In recent years the system theory literature has seen a rapidly growing interest in questions associated with linear feedback. In the early 1960's, linear control theory centered chiefly around quadratic (Gaussian) optimal problems and the resulting feedback designs. Later, interest in feedback shifted to a variety of so-called "synthesis" problems. These included the well-known problem of observer design (see Luenberger [1966] ), the pole shifting theorem and related issues (Wonham [1967] , Simon and Mitter [1968] , Brash and Pearson [1970] , Heymann [1968] ) as well as the decoupling problem (Falb and Wolovich [1967] , Gilbert [1969] , Wonham and Morse [1970] , ). All of these feedback synthesis problems, as well as many others, were formulated and resolved within the framework of state space representations. While most of the work was done with the use of conventional state equations, the work of Wonham and Morse was distinguished by its "coordinate free" setting and initiated what later developed into the celebrated "geometric theory" of linear control (see, e.g., Wonham [1979] ).
The current growing interest in linear feedback differs significantly from that of the past both in character and in its source of motivation. While previously the study of feedback was largely oriented at problem solving, the current interest is motivated by a desire of gaining insight into the general nature of linear feedback--chiefly from an algebraic point of view. Much of the motivation for the present trend can be traced back to the work of Rosenbrock 1970] , in which polynomial matrix techniques were used for the study of a variety of (linear) control theoretic questions. Particularly useful turned out to be techniques based on polynomial fraction representations of transfer functions (see, e.g., Heymann 1972 ], Wolovich 1974] , Forney [1975] , Fuhrmann [1976] ). In this setting of fraction representations, feedback was first studied in Heymann [1972] (see especially Chapter 6 therein), and in a polynomial module framework the study of feedback was initiated by Eckberg [1974] . State feedback also received attention in an algebraic framework by Morse [1975] . A different approach to the study of linear feedback was taker in Hautus and Heymann [1978] , where the fundamental underlying object was taken to be the input-output map of the system. There, static linear state feedback was investigated in an algebraic framework consistent with the setting of the (classical) module theory of linear realization as introduced by Kalman (see, e.g., Kalman et al. [1969, Chapter 10] ). More recently, state feedback was also examined in Fuhrmann [1979] using what he termed "polynomial models", and in Miinzner and Pr/itzel-Wolters (1979a] , [1979b] , [1979c] in a module and category theoretic framework.
While these various approaches to the study of feedback differ from each other substantially both in the underlying concept and in philosophy, they commonly converge on essentially the same (standard) (and, in fact, very little effort, if any) has been reported in respect to output, as opposed to state feedback. When various fundamental questions in regard to output feedback are examined, it becomes immediately clear that difficulties arise that are completely absent in the state-feedback setting. In fact, one discovers immediately that crucial insight is missing. It turns out that the chief reason for this state of affairs is the fact that all of the presently existing algebraic theory of linear systems, and especially that of feedback, rests in one way or another on the theory of modules over the ring K[z of polynomials and on polynomial matrices. This algebraic machinery is completely satisfactory to develop a fairly comprehensive framework for state feedback. It is not adequate, though, to deal with output-feedback where issues associated with causality become significantly more intricate.
The present paper deals in a comprehensive way with the problem of causal output feedback. A related question which receives a great deal of attention in the paper and on which much of the theory hinges is the so-called causal factorization problem. This is the problem of when a given linear input-output map can be factored over another one by a causal linear map. Through the resolution of this issue, questions associated with dynamic causal output feedback are then also resolved. Attention is also given to the static factorization problem as well as the problem of static feedback where special emphasis is placed on the state-feedback case.
A crucial role in the present theory is played by the newly introduced concept of latency. In the discrete time setting, latency expresses "degree of causality" and (intuitively) refers to the intrinsic delay which inputs encounter before output responses are produced. Latency is algebraically expressed by modules over the ring K[[z-1]] of power series (in z -1 over a field K). These modules arise in a natural way when the concept of causality is studied algebraically and in fact are readily seen to be the natural algebraic device for the study of feedback.
The paper is organized as follows. In 2 the basic concepts of AK-linear maps, causality, linear i/o maps as well as linear i/s maps, which have been investigated in detail in Hautus and Heymann [1978] , are reviewed. The conceptual viewpoint, on which the present investigation of feedback rests, is discussed in 3. An important technical concept that arises in the algebraic study of linear systems both in connection with the K [z ]-module theory and the K [[z-a] ]-module theory is that of "proper bases" and "proper independence". This is the topic of 4. Section 5 is devoted to the investigation of causal factorization, the main result being Theorem 5.2 and its corollaries. Results are also obtained on static feedback (Theorems 5.10 and 5.14). In 6 the problem of invariants is investigated in detail and explicit characterizations are derived and exhibited. The role of the latency kernels and latency indices is also discussed. The paper is concluded in 7 with an investigation of the interesting question of feedback (design) limitations. It is shown that the essential limitation to the possibility of causal feedback implementation of precompensators is the system's latency. In particular, precompensators can be implemented as causal feedback devices modulo a "precompensator remainder" whose dynamic order need not exceed the sum of the system's latency indices.
2. AK-linear maps, causality and input-output behavior. We shall adopt a terminology and setup consistent with that of Hautus and Heymann [1978] .
Let K be a field and let S be a K-linear space. 
Using again block diagrams, (3.1) and (3.2) can be described, respectively, as in Fig. 3.2a and 3.2b.
In both descriptions, the dashed blocks represent bicausal mappings, so that the compensator configuration of Fig. 3 by the original system preceded and followed by bicausal compensators, with the feedback compensator represented, as one chooses, either as a precompensator or a postcompensator.
Because of the obvious duality between the precompensator situation and the postcompensator situation, there is no need to discuss both of them in detail. Since practical interest in postcompensators is at best limited, we shall henceforth confine our attention to precompensation, and discuss postcompensators only in connection with certain mathematical questions.
For various reasons, not to be elaborated on here, feedback compensation is preferred over external compensation whenever possible. Thus, one is interested in the following problem. Conversely, suppose f is not order consistent and that h is an order consistent map satisfying ord h =ord fi Then there exists 0# u eAU such that ord f(u)>ord ord u =ord/+ord u =ord/(u). If k :=ord )(u), then 0=ord (zku)>ord (zku) Let A AU be a finitely generated D,-K-submodule of rank n and order ka. Then for all integers/" <= ka, A z -iI)-U and for each integer >= ka we define the submodule A A by (6.4) Ai := A fq z-ifY U. Clearly z-it)-U c z-k ,)-U for all j -> k, and it follows that (6.5) A Alca Ak,x+ . Ai A/ .. au.. It is also clear that %. is injective, since ker Yi Ai+l [0] . Now, for each integer we define Si := Im (y.). Clearly S. is then K-linearly isomorphic to @. and $. S.+1 with Sk--I 0 for all/" _-> 0. Also, by the finite dimensionality of U, there exists an integer k a (->ka) such that Ska-1 7 Sk and Ska+j---Sk for all j->0. We call the chain {S.} the order chain of A, and the sequence of integers {ix.}, Ix. := dim Si, we call the order list of A.
In the special case when A ker rr-f where f is a linear i/o map, we refer to the order chain and the order list of A, respectively, also as the latency chain and latency list of f.
It is interesting to observe that the integer k a is also the least integer satisfying the condition that z-1Aj Aj+ for all j >_-k a. Indeed, we have seen that z-lA A.+ for all /'. To see that z-aAiA.+ if and only if f->_k a, let u= integer such that f <-_ Proof. (i) We shall construct an ordered proper basis for A which, in particular, satisfies (6.12) and (6.13). Consider the sequence {@i} of quotient modules i defined by (6.6), of which @k is the first nonzero one. Choose any equivalence class 0 # [d] lka and let dl e A be any representative of [dl] . Then ord dl kA and dl is clearly properly free. We proceed stepwise and assume that for ] > 0, da,. ', di are properly free elements of A satisfying (6.12)A and (6.13). If/' < , let k denote the least integer such that/" < tZk. Then dl, ", dj Sk are K-linearly independent, but they do not span Sk, since dim Sk k. Thus, there exists an element [dj+l] @k such that for any representative dj+l Ida.+1], the set all," ", di, d+l Sk are K-linearly independent and hence the set dl,"', d.+l is properly free. Clearly (6.13) is satisfied, and since ord d./l k so is also (6.12). By Lemma 6.8, dim Sk" rank A =/z, so that we finally obtain an ordered, properly free set of elements dl, , dr A satisfying (6.12) and (6.13). Let A' denote the lq-K-submodule of AU generated by dl, , dr. (i) is complete. To see that (ii) holds, it suffices to observe that for each integer f, every ordered proper basis dl," ", d, of A has precisely i elements whose order is less than or equal to j and spanc {all,""', din} S.. l-] The following immediate corollary to Theorem 6.11 gives a sharp insight to the relation between ordered proper bases of l-l-K-modules and their order chain.
COROLLARY 6.14. Let A A U be an lq-K-submodule of rank lz with order chain {Si} and order list {/.}. Then dl,''', d (ii) ker 7r-f is finitely generated.
(iii) rank ker 7r-f m. Proof. That (ii) and (iii) are equivalent follows immediately from Lemma 6.15 and the fact that if ker 7r-f is finitely generated it is of finite order, say t, so that ker r-f At(f). To see that (ii) implies (i), recall that kerf c ker 7r-f so that if ker f : 0 then ker r-f is not of finite order and hence is not finitely generated. It remains to be shown that (i) implies (ii m are the reachability indices of 5c and their sum is ymi= 10"i n deg det D. It is of interest in selecting a (5, ) pair representing a given precompensator to choose the representation in such a way that the precompensator remainder has least dynamic order, i.e., is realizable by a state space of least possible dimension. In this way the precompensator is realized "as much as possible" by feedback. The following theorem provides a bound on the dynamic order of the precompensator remainder which need not be exceeded in the realization of any bicausal precompensator l, and which is dependent only on the dynamic properties (latency) using the definitions of g-a and of , -1 u =v z-aDw=(f -)z-Dw As we see below, the maps and -1 as defined in (7.6) and (7.7) satisfy the required conditions. Indeed, Lemma 7.8(i) combined with Theorem 5.2 implies that $ =.
[ for some causal .S ince f is strictly causal by definition, it follows that so also is $. Hence condition (b) above holds. To see that (a) is also satisfied note first that the difference between a bicausal AK-linear map and a strictly causal one is bicausal (see e.g. Corollary 2.11). Hence the map -is bicausal. Now Lemma 7.8(ii) implies the requirement on the reachability indices since, in particular, it implies that -can be realized with state space +U/z-DD+U whose reachability indices are the column degrees of z-D. (The reader is referred to Hautus and Heymann [1978] for relevant details on the problem of realization.) While Theorem 7.2 gives an upper bound on the required dynamic order of precompensator remainders, it has been, so far, seen only in the nonlatent case that this bound is tight. It is clear that in general, except in the case of nonlatent i/o maps, the
